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General comments:

In the manuscript, Theodosi and co-workers study the quality of the vertical export flux in the EMed Sea using sample of 5 sediment traps moored between May’07 and March’08. The samples were analyzed for elemental carbon, PAH and metals. The manuscript is very well written by requires revisions. My main concern is that the authors do not explore their intensive dataset. Their data is not enough put in comparison with previous studies either (other than MED). For instance the authors published on trace metals in sediment traps of the Black Sea (Theodosi et al., 2013) which they do not compare with. Data on major and trace metal contraptions of trapped particles are scarce and worth comparison. The authors go not much beyond the ideas of a paper that I submitted to BGD (Heimbürger et al., 2010b). In this paper we presented amongst other arguments a strong correlation of all trace metal fluxes. Calculated metal fluxes are no independent variables and cannot be treated as such, as one of the reviewers pointed out correctly at the time. This is why the paper never made it to publication in BG. Please do not cite this discussion paper. If correlations are presented to trace a common metal source it must be in terms of concentrations. Please show a correlation matrix for the selection of your metals. There is to my knowledge only one other publication on metal concentrations of trapped particles in the MED and it should be compared with (Roussiez et al., 2012). Please make the effort to compare your dataset also with other regions. Perhaps the paper could even be divided in two: a EC, PAH paper and one on metals only. The way it is presented for now is confusing and especially the metal part comes a bit short in terms of data description, analysis and statistics.

Specific comments:

Introduction

Overall too exhaustive relative to the manuscript length P19167l15: dissolved or particulate? The manuscript is dealing with particles only. P19168l1: Cu is mentioned twice.
I don’t understand
Materials and methods
P19169l25: is this acid attack strong enough for refractory metals? No aqua regia of HF? No CRM is available that comes close to trapped particles. What did you use? What are the recoveries?

Composition of settling particles
P19171l10: How does coating with soluble material decrease the EC concentration? If POC is remineralized with depth than the portion of refractory EC must increase.

Major and trace metals
Please describe metal concentrations in detail Did you check for possible contamination of the sample bottles of the automated sediment trap? How? P19172l3: trended? P19172l3: increment? P19173l19: DYFAMED is supposedly open ocean (Marty, 2002; Heimbürger et al., 2012) P19173l25: as said earlier you are not allowed to correlations on dependent variables, all element fluxes contain the mass flux variable P19174l7: add between

In the following, please proof read English, there are some occasional errors. Throughout the manuscript be clear if you describe element fluxes or concentrations. Table 1: show how rich the dataset actually is but is useless at the same time. Please organize better. I suggest putting the vertical depths as lines and the elements as variables. Better present as two tables: one on concentrations and one on fluxes. Here are some trace metals related work in the MED that I found helpful: Saharan dust in sediment traps (Ternon et al., 2010) and anthropogenic trace metals in MED surface sediments (Angelidis et al., 2011) and some of my own: atmospheric metal inputs box model including a literature review of atmospheric trace metal inputs to the MED (Heimbürger et al., 2011) and composition of MED aerosols (Heimbürger et al., 2010a).
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